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Stag Lane Junior School 

SEND Information Report (School Local Offer)  

2018 - 19 

Article 23 

Children who have any kind of disability should have special care and support, so that 

they can lead full and independent lives. 

 
Our Philosophy for Inclusion 
 
“All children have skills, talents and abilities. At Stag Lane Junior School, we 

encourage our pupils to “Aim High” and we have a responsibility to ensure that every 

pupil has the appropriate teaching, learning and nurturing support to reach this 

potential.” 

 

We believe that: 

• All our pupils are entitled to a relevant and challenging education to enable 

them to participate in society and to contribute to and benefit from it. 

• All our staff are responsible for the effective delivery of a broad, balanced, 

relevant and differentiated curriculum. 

• During their life in our school some pupils may experience difficulties which 

may affect their learning and therefore may have special needs at some time 

in their journey through school. This is then regularly monitored and assessed 

using Personal Provision Plans. 

• To maximise potential, education should be an equal and close partnership 

between parents, pupils and staff with the involvement of external agencies as 

and when necessary. 

• Children with any kind of disability have the right to have support that will 

enable them to be the best they can be (Articles 23 and 29) 

 

With regard to these beliefs, the following document outlines the provision the school 

endeavours to achieve. 
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The School Information Report was developed by Staff and 

Governors after consultation with a wide range of stakeholders.   

 

The School Offer is based on key questions that parents have said they would 

find helpful to be addressed and these have been cross-referenced with the 

requirements in the Code. In our report below you will find answers to the 

questions parents have asked.  The report provides a clear and detailed picture 

about facilities for supporting pupils with SEND (Special Educational Needs and 

Disabilities) and their families in our school. 

 

1. How does the school know if children/young people need extra help and 

what should I do if I think my child may have special educational needs? 

The new SEND Code of Practice (2014) states that: “A child or young person has SEND if 

they have a learning difficulty or disability which calls for special education provision to be 

made for him or her.” 

Our school has a clear approach for identifying and responding to SEND. We use the early 

identification process, the benefits of which are widely recognised. In our school, high quality 

teaching is available in every class and for every child; this ensures that fewer children will 

require support. Class teachers, supported by the senior leadership team, make regular 

assessments of progress for all pupils. Children are assessed both informally and formally in 

a variety of contexts and this process is often the first step in knowing whether a child might 

require SEN support. Analysis of progress and achievement helps us to identify pupils 

making less than expected progress given their age and individual circumstances. This can 

be characterised by progress which: 

• Is significantly slower than that of their peers starting from the same baseline 

• Fails to match or improve upon the child’s previous rate of progress 

• Fails to close the attainment gap between the child and their peers 

• Widens the attainment gap 

Our first response to such progress is high quality teaching targeted at the identified areas 

of weakness. 

If as a parent you feel that your child may have SEN, your first point of contact should be 

your child’s class teacher. Additionally, you can also make an appointment to see our 

Special Educational Needs Coordinator (SENCo), Ms Majumdar.  

The Inclusion Team also organise “Coffee Mornings” once every half-term which gives 
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parents of children with SEND an open platform to discuss their worries. These discussions 

then lead to regular workshops to help parents. 

 

2. How will school staff support my child? 

When the school decides to provide a pupil with SEND support, you will be formally 

notified, although you will have already been involved in forming the assessment of needs. 

The teacher, support staff and sometimes the SENCo will agree in consultation with you 

and your child the adjustment, interventions and support to be put in place.  Such support 

can be wide-ranging depending on a child’s needs and might include, for example, offering 

extra visual aids, extra adult support in a group or individually or just extra resources. At this 

stage, we will also agree with you the expected impact on progress, development or 

behaviour, along with a clear review date. All teachers and support staff who work with 

your child will be aware of your child’s needs, the outcomes sought, the support provided 

and any teaching strategies that are recorded. This will be recorded on your child’s personal 

provision plan. 

 

3. How will I know how my child is doing? 

Our school, like all other schools, provides an annual report for parents outlining their child’s 

progress. We are so committed to full communication with parents and to ensuring excellent 

pupil progress that we, in addition, provide reports for parents on a termly basis.  We will 

arrange to meet you approximately 3 times in a year, depending on your child’s 

needs, to enable maximum parental involvement and partnership, regarding the 

approaches and teaching strategies that are being used. 

Our school also prides itself on the high-quality teaching delivered to its pupils that is 

differentiated and personalised to meet the individual needs of most children. The quality of 

teaching for pupils with SEND and the progress made by these pupils form a core part 

of the school’s performance management arrangements and of its approach to 

professional development for all teaching and support staff. All staff, including Teaching 

Assistants, access a very high level of training that focuses on SEND and the identification 

of SEND is built into the overall approach to monitoring the progress and development of all 

pupils. 

Sometimes the school’s framework for assessments shows children who may be falling 

behind despite this differentiation. Our school has a very robust assessment procedure 

(monitored closely and frequently by the head teacher) and helps us to identify children who 

need educational provision that is additional to or different from this. As a school, we use our 
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best endeavours to ensure that such provision is made for those who need it to remove all 

barriers to learning. Parents of pupils with SEND and pupils themselves are involved in 

the setting of desired outcomes, monitoring impact of provisions and review of their 

progress. 

Additionally, the effectiveness of the school’s provision for children with SEND is evaluated, 

reported to governors and monitored by local borough Advisors and by Ofsted. 

 

4. How will the learning and development provision be matched to my 

child’s needs?  

The staff in our school have had extensive training over the years and specialise in 

various forms of SEN; for example, ASD, ADHD, ADD, S&LT, SPLD, MLD, GLD, social 

and emotional needs, etc. When a pupil is identified as having SEN, we act to remove 

barriers to learning and put effective special educational provision in place as soon as 

possible. The SEN support takes the form of a four-part cycle known as the graduated 

approach as mentioned in the SEN COP (2014). This involves Assessing the child’s 

needs, which draws upon the teacher’s assessment and experience, any concerns raised by 

parents and the pupil’s own views. The next stage is Planning the support and interventions 

with the pupil and his/her parents, the agreed expected outcomes along with a clear time 

frame for review. Doing the work with the teacher or the support staff, under the teacher’s 

guidance, then follows this. Finally, in the Review stage the effectiveness of the support and 

interventions and their impact on the pupil’s progress is reviewed in line with the agreed time 

frame. 

 

 

5. What support will there be for my child’s overall wellbeing? 

Pupils may experience a wide range of social and emotional difficulties in school, which 

manifest in many ways. Pupils may become withdrawn or isolated, or display challenging, 

disruptive or disturbing behaviour. Our school has clear processes to support its pupils to 

manage their mental well being. We do this using various methods as outlined in our Health 

and Safety and behaviour policy. Positive behaviour management is a key feature of our 
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behaviour policy and is effectively followed by all staff.  Regular circle-times are timetabled 

every fortnight in class to deal with difficult issues that may arise in the playground or during 

lessons. “Think Books” are a regular feature of every classroom and pupils are 

encouraged to write in these when they are faced with a problem, e.g. bullying incidents.  To 

prevent any incidents of bullying a “Bully Ballot” is organised once a term. All teachers 

conduct Pupil Conferencing once a term to find out about any difficulties pupils are facing. 

Assemblies on the Social and Emotional Aspects of learning take place every week to help 

children become socially and emotionally aware. Successes are celebrated explicitly and 

implicitly in class and in the whole school always. One of the aims of the school is to ensure 

that everybody feels safe at all times. We focus greatly not only on making our children 

literate but also help them to grow into emotionally secure children and look after the holistic 

development of all our children. In order to do this successfully we also have a highly 

experienced Pastoral Team headed by our Pastoral Leader, Ms B Vekaria who are always 

at hand to offer mentoring services. 

The Pastoral team have extra pastoral support arrangements for listening to the views of 

pupils with SEND and recording their “Voice” and stories. This is done by: 

• Having a display of a Pastoral tree outside the library to represent how the Learning 

Mentors have supported the emotional growth of the children they have worked with 

in our Sanctuary. The children have written on the leaves of the tree about how they 

feel they have developed from this additional support. Following are the things a few 

children have written: 

Child One: "The sanctuary has helped me and now I smile more and talk   more.  I 

really enjoyed it!!” 

Child Two: “After I started meeting with a Learning Mentoring I have been really good 

because I can talk to them when I'm feeling bad and it makes me feel better.” 

• Learning Mentors hold an assembly at the start of the year and circle times with each 

class to talk to the children about who to go to when they are worried or sad.  

• LM Boxes posted at prominent places around the school for pupils to drop worry 

notes. 
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6. What specialist services and expertise are available at or accessed by 

the school? (see section 16) 

The teachers and all staff in the school take part in training constantly throughout the year to 

help them gain expertise in various aspects of special needs. The school uses the expertise 

of its entire staff to support children with various forms of SEND. When unable to meet a 

pupil’s needs, the school avails itself of the help of a robust network of external professionals 

with various forms of expertise, e.g. the school nurse, the family support worker, behaviour 

specialist, specific learning difficulties’ specialist teacher, autism specialist, speech and 

language therapist, educational psychologist, behaviour specialist, behaviours specialist and 

networks with the Outreach workers. Our joint commissioning arrangements help us to 

identify scope for working more efficiently together. 

Our school also works in partnership with Harrow’s Children’s Sensory Team (CST)  to meet 

the needs and access requirements of our pupils with hearing impairment and /or vision 

impairment. The CST provides training for our school staff and support for pupils with 

sensory impairment and their families. Pupils are supported according to their level of need 

and we use the teaching and learning strategies provided by the CST to ensure that we 

improve outcomes for pupils with sensory impairment. 

The Safeguarding Team (Pastoral Team), which is made up of the Head teacher, Mrs 

Evans, Associate Headteacher, Miss Norris, the Assistant Head & Inclusion Lead, Ms 

Majumdar, the Pastoral Leader, Miss Vekaria and Learning Mentors Mrs Visavadia and Mr 

McMahon.  The Pastoral Team work closely with Harrow MASH (Multi-Agency Safeguarding 

Hub) and Children Services to ensure that all pupils are safe. 

 

 

7. How will you help me to support my child’s learning? 

When a child is identified as having SEND, we gather information that includes having an 

early discussion with you as a parent and your child. We work with you to develop a 

good understanding of your child’s areas of strengths and difficulties, your concerns and the 

agreed outcomes sought for the child and next steps. We then work together to decide on 

strategies to help you as a parent and us as a school to meet the agreed outcomes 

(please refer to Question and Answer 4). We meet with you at least three times a year to 

share strategies and interventions with you, so that you can carry on using these at 

home. Our Learning Mentors, ASD Specialist Teacher, School Nurse and other such 

professionals are also always available to give advice by making an appointment through the 

SENCO. 
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8. How will I be involved in discussions about and planning for my child’s 

education? 

As above. We will be meeting with you at least three times a year and will share with you 

your child’s strengths and difficulties and take feedback from you about your concerns. We 

will then work together to set some goals or targets and review these every few months. We 

encourage parents to be involved at every stage. We also have a parent representative on 

our Governing Body who works together with the school and informs and advises the school 

on SEN issues. We also have a SEN governor, who works closely with the school on 

important SEN issues. 

 

9. How will my child be included in activities outside the classroom 

including school trips? 

It is our aim to provide equal opportunities to all children and to make reasonable 

adjustments at all times so that all our children with SEND can take part in all aspects of the 

curriculum, including going on school trips which are based on the curriculum. All trips are 

risk-assessed in great detail and checked by our Trips Coordinator and Head Teacher in 

accordance with Harrow Council’s regulations. Depending on the kind of SEND a child may 

have, teachers will encourage a parent to accompany the child depending on circumstances. 

At other times, it may not be beneficial for the child if his/her parent accompanies them on 

the trip and this will be explained to you, too.   

Other than school trips, pupils with SEND are also actively encouraged to engage in 

activities available, with those pupils in the school who do not have SEND, for example join 

in a variety of before and after-school and lunch-time clubs: 

• Incredibly Noisy Club 

• Gardening Club 

• Breakfast Club 

• Comic book club 

• Drama Club 

• Sports Club 

• Home-work club 

• Music Clubs 

• Sanctuary run by our pastoral team 

• Young Carers’ Club 
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10. How accessible is the school environment?  

As a school, we believe that all our pupils are entitled to an education that enables them 

to achieve the best outcomes both academically and emotionally. We use our best 

endeavours to make sure that every child with SEND gets all the support they need by 

ensuring that children with SEND can engage in all the activities in school alongside 

children who do not have SEND. We make all kinds of reasonable adjustments to prevent 

our children with SEND from being put at a substantial disadvantage. We aim to do 

everything to make our school environment accessible for all our children and their 

families. For parents and pupils who do not speak English, we have translators among 

our staff and parent ambassadors. We include every child in all our activities and make 

sure that all our children can access all our facilities. We have a variety of resources for 

children who have a variety of learning skills, e.g. visual, aural or kinaesthetic, e.g.: 

• Sensory equipment – text books with larger print 

• Stairs with hand rails 

• Resources to develop fine and gross motor skills, example staff who teach children 

how to Touch-type, using scissors, manipulating play dough, sewing, using 

tweezers, etc. 

• Wobble cushions 

• Fidget toys 

• A variety of maths resources – Every class has been provided with a box full of 

practical resources. 

• A variety of resources for English – such as word mats, alphabet strips, sentences 

and story starters 

  

11. Who can I contact for further information? 

When a parent has a concern about their child their first point of contact should normally 

be the class teacher, who will be able to guide and advise them. For further information 

parents, can also make an appointment to meet the school SENCO, Ms Majumdar, (0208 

9522731, option 3) or the Head Teacher, Mrs Evans. Parents can also ask to meet the 

Governor in charge of SEND, Mr Amrit Bhatt through the school office. 

 

12. How will the school prepare and support my child to join the school, 

transfer to a new school or the next stage of education and life? 

As part of SEND support, we plan and prepare for a smooth transition, before any of 
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our pupils move into another key stage or school, or when a pupil joins our school from a 

different setting. To support the transition process, information is shared between the two 

key stages or settings in detail. To maintain confidentiality, we agree with parents the 

information that can be shared as part of the planning process. When children enter or 

leave our school from a different school we organise a detailed transition meeting and 

also have regular and frequent meetings with parents to share information to support a 

smooth transition. We also have a very extensive transition package when our Year 6 

children leave our school to make them Secondary ready and move to a Secondary 

school. Children with SEN and with EHCPs who need extra transition work are provided 

with the same, through extra meetings with their respective Secondary Schools, use of 

‘passports’, extra visits to the school, etc. 

  

13. How are the school’s resources allocated and matched to children’s 

special educational needs? 

It is for schools, as part of their normal budget planning, to determine their approach to 

using their resources to support the progress of pupils with SEN. The SENCO, head 

teacher and governing body establishes a clear picture of the resources that are available 

to the school. They consider their strategic approach to meeting SEN in the context of the 

total resources available, including any resources targeted at particular groups, such as 

the pupil premium. This enables schools to provide a clear description of the types of 

special educational provision they normally provide and will help parents and others to 

understand what they can normally expect the school to provide for pupils with SEN. 

Schools are not expected to meet the full costs of more expensive special educational 

provision from their core funding. They are expected to provide additional support, which 

costs up to a nationally prescribed threshold per pupil per year. The responsible local 

authority, usually the authority where the child or young person lives, should provide 

additional top-up funding where the cost of the special educational provision required to 

meet the needs of an individual pupil exceeds the nationally prescribed threshold. 

 

14. How is the decision made about how much support my child will 

receive? 

As a school, we ensure that our pupils and their parents are involved in all discussions 

and decisions about their individual support and about the school provision. We also take 

steps to ensure that our pupils and their parents are actively supported in contributing to 

needs assessments, developing and reviewing provision and Education, Health and Care 
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plans. We consider our parents’ views to be very important and we encourage you to 

share your knowledge about your child and act upon your contributions. At times, parents, 

teachers and other professionals may have differing expectations of how a child’s needs 

are best met. Sometimes these discussions can be challenging but it is in the child’s best 

interests for a positive dialogue between parents and teachers to be maintained to work 

through points of difference and establish what action is to be taken. 

 

15. How can I find information on the local authority’s Local Offer of 

services and provision for children and young people with special 

educational needs and disability? 

You will find the local authority’s Local Offer on the Harrow website that can be accessed 

on www.harrow.gov.uk/localoffer . The Local Offer can be translated using the translator 

tool on the website. 

In the Local Offer, the local authority publishes information about provision that is 

available across education, health and social care for children and young people in the 

area who have SEN or are disabled, including those who do not have Education, Health 

and Care (EHC) plans.   

 

16. The expertise and training of staff to support pupils with SEND. 

Following is a list of staff in school who have expertise and training to support pupils with 

SEND: 

1/ A McMahon – Yoga, Mindfulness and counselling skills 

2/ B Vekaria – Basic counselling skills, ELKLAN training to support children with Speech 

and Language difficulties, developing a diverse child workforce (training to commence 

January 2017), Learning Mentor course, ASD & ADHD training (CAHMS), 

3/ I Visavadia – Basic counselling skills, Learning Mentor course, Bereavement Training 

4/ V Piradeeban - ELKLAN training to support children with Speech and Language 

difficulties. 

5/ J Majumdar – NASENCo accreditation, 1 year raining on ASD (Autism) from BOAT, 

Brent, training on Dyslexia, currently undergoing training in psychodynamic 

psychotherapy. 

6/ H Apperley – currently undergoing the NASENCo training 

7/ Promoting mental health and emotional-well-being  - all staff 

8/ Florina Ducra, Madalina Ivan & Alina Tatu – basic ASD training  

9/ All support staff – Basic Speech & Language training & differentiating for children with 
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communication needs 

10/Teaching staff- EP training on mental health 

11/All staff – differentiation whole day training   

12/Teaching staff - termly training about aspects of SEN, e.g. the New Code, Pupil 

Provision, setting SMART targets, Person Centred Target Setting and Autism 

 

17. How to Comment or Complain  
 

 
What to do when you have a complaint? 

Most of our parents have a very positive relationship with the inclusion team but 

sometimes things may go wrong. All complaints are taken very seriously and we 

have procedures in place for dealing with them. The SEND Governor has a 

responsibility under the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 to deal with all 

complaints about the team.  

 

Where should I begin? 

The first place to start is the school. It is much better if matters can be sorted out 

within school, even if this might feel rather awkward at first. There is usually more 

than one side to any communication and it is important that all the facts are known to 

achieve the best outcome. It is very important to raise your concerns as soon as 

possible. By taking positive steps early on, we are more likely to be able to sort out 

your complaint. 

 

What can I expect to happen? 

The Inclusion Team will look into the issues you have raised and respond, usually in 

writing. You will be listened to so that your complaint is understood. Complaints may 

need to be investigated by the Assistant Head, Inclusion Leader and/or head teacher 

who will need some time to do this. A reasonable amount of time for doing this is 

about two weeks to 20 working days. 

 

Who do I complain to? 

Please follow the following hierarchical procedure when making a complaint: 

1. Class teacher  

(if not resolved) 
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2. Assistant Head & Inclusion Leader 

(if not resolved) 

 

3. Head Teacher 

(if not resolved) 

 

4. Governor for SEND 

 

18. Useful Websites for Parents 

Family lives Get advice and support whenever you need it 

ADHD and Autism Support Harrow 

Dyslexia Support for parents 

Babble support for young carers 
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How we evaluate the effectiveness of the SEND provision for all pupils with addition 

needs, including those with EHCP 

The effectiveness of our SEND provision is measured in two ways: 

Firstly, in our school we have a system that encourages aspiration and provides 

children with the support to achieve better outcomes, helping them strive to be the 

best they can be (Article 29). We follow a system that values children with SEND, 

ensuring that they are welcome and happy members of their school community. 

Equally, we have a system that welcomes parents as valued partners in improving 

outcomes for their children. The views of parents and pupils on how successful the 

provision has been in enabling them to attain their outcomes is discussed at parents 

evening and when updating any personal provision plans (PPPs) and is regularly 

monitored by the Senior Leadership Team (SLT). 

Effective engagement with parents and carers is also crucial in the development of 

Education, Health and Care Plans. Structured conversations are carried out between 

parents, teachers and the inclusion Lead to ensure best outcomes for children. 

Secondly the effectiveness is evaluated through the school’s on-going monitoring 

cycle by the SLT and Governors. This includes: 

• Termly pupil progress meetings and analysis of this data 

• Learning walks 

• Numeracy and Literacy Audits  

• Provision Management audit 

• Lesson Observations  

The progress and attainment levels of those children with SEND are measured termly 

during pupil progress meetings or more often if appropriate. This data is then shared 

with governors and judged by external moderators. The assessment coordinator and 

inclusion leader also compare the school data with national data to ensure the 

provision by the inclusion team is effective and having a positive impact. 

 


